learning spaces
fit for a saint
Developing our city \ An inner-city school invests in stylish
21st-century learning, writes LIZ McLACHLAN

S

t Aloysius College in North Melbourne, one of
However, like its historic suburb, the school is a living
Melbourne’s oldest girls’ schools, recently opened
record of Melbourne’s progress and includes a range of
a new year-seven centre to provide a 21st-century
19th- and 20th-century buildings.
learning space for students.
The recently completed year-seven centre was
Principal Mary Farah says it is important for the
developed within one of the school’s existing buildings
school to continue to develop its learning environment
from a period of expansion in the 1960s.
to support the forward-thinking vision the school
Architects Clarke Hopkins Clarke worked
has had since its foundation in 1887 by the Sisters
hand-in-hand with builders JBM Commercial
of Mercy: to educate young women to go out
to meet the school’s $400,000 budget and
updated
into the world as confident initiators of change
tight schedule.
facilites
and improvement.
Project architect Ezio Costa from Clarke
support
“Three things were important in developing
Hopkins Clarke says the school now has
our new centre – that the space was designed
an attractive and contemporary light-filled
learning
to help our students become better learners,
centre, with a series of flexible learning and
that it would suit modern teaching practices
study spaces to support the latest teaching and
which incorporate a lot of collaborative learning and
learning practices.
that it would include the technology required to support
“We were working with an existing 1960s building
contemporary teaching and learning,” says Farah.
and the space was dull and uninspiring, lacked natural
The college’s Curran Street campus is conveniently
light and contained finishes from another era,” he says.
close to the city and the trams, trains and buses its
“The ceilings were very high, so heating and cooling
500-plus students use as transport from locations as
were challenging and expensive and the acoustics
spread out as Williamstown, Richmond and Essendon.
were poor.
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The Second
Hand Lane
Way

SIB50110
Diploma of Beauty Therapy
Advanced Spa Therapies

MAKEUP ARTISTRY
BODY WRAPS
BODY MASSAGE
WAXING SERVICES
NAIL SERVICES
AROMATHERAPY
FACIAL SERVICES
HOT STONE
SPA IMERSION

Quality Recycled Clothing
lots of winter stock
open daily
10.30 - 6.00

B E AU T Y & H A I R AC A D E M Y
Enrol now in our Nationally Recognised
SIB50110 Diploma of Beauty Therapy Course
(VET FEE-HELP available).
Study Now, pay later. This course has no
upfront fees for eligible students.

warm friendly atmosphere

LUXURY SPA & BEAUTY THERAPY TRAINING

763 Nicholson St,

1/58 Mahoney’s Road Thomastown Vic 3074

North Carlton 3058

P: 03 9469 5483

0466 898 353

www.beautyandhairacademy.com.au
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Temporary
carers
needed!

Take care of a Seeing Eye Dog
and assist someone who is blind
to live their life to the full.
Seeing Eye Dogs Australia is urgently in need of temporary
carers in your area to care for our special dogs while they
undergo the ﬁnal six months of their advanced training.
While receiving training, dogs need to be dropped off at
the Seeing Eye Dog training facilities in Kensington each
morning, and then collected each afternoon – Mon to Fri.
Experience the joy of looking after one of our dogs
without any of the associated costs.

For more information please
contact Seeing Eye Dogs
Australia on 1800 037 773
or visit www.seda.org.au
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a division of vision australia

A vision for the
future: (main)
the recently
completed
year-seven
centre by Clarke
Hopkins Clarke
architects;
(above left)
St Aloysius
principal Mary
Farah with
pupils; (below
left) a learning
and study
space.
(SUPPLIED)

“All of these things you would expect from a building
designed and built in the 1960s, when there was a very
different approach to delivering education.”
The external wall of the main corridor faces north
and had full-height steel-framed windows. Without any
provision for shading the unprotected glazing, the area
roasted during Melbourne’s long hot summers.
CHC replaced the window wall with
aluminium-framed windows incorporating new solar
comfort glazing to great effect.
The area’s exposure to the summer heat has dropped
dramatically as a result.
Where once a narrow corridor ran alongside
high-windowed classrooms, with a tiny computer lab
and workrooms, there’s now a light and open circulation
zone with study bays and windows.
This zone flows through three-metre-wide sliding
panels into three light and airy teaching/learning spaces
designed to support the latest principles with mobile
and flexible furniture and large, interactive screens.
There’s an opening wall between the two larger
learning spaces so the school can create a large
gathering space for the whole of the year level, or to hold
combined classes.
The ceiling has been lowered and acoustic and
thermal insulation installed to improve acoustic quality
and make the space more comfortable, with the added
benefit of reduced energy bills.
Whole-wall whiteboards provide another learning
canvas within the spaces.
As in many schools, the computer lab has been
replaced by personal devices, with students and teachers
using iPads supported by the school’s Wi-Fi system.
A neutral palette of whites deepens into tones of
grey for the wide sliding panels, carpets and acoustic
pinnable fabric wall panels.
CHC introduced vibrant accents of mauve, lime
and mandarin in striping through the carpets, accents
picked out through the pinboard walls and lockers. The

spaces are fully air-conditioned and lighting has been
converted to efficient LED fittings.
“We tried to break down the institutional look and
feel by using colour and fittings that are uplifting for the
students,” Costa says.
“We have softened the appearance of the circulation
space by replacing commercial light fittings with a series
of designer pendants and centrally located a feature
cluster of three varied shaped pendants.
It makes the space feel special and inviting for
the students.”
The new centre is the start of a broader program to
update school facilities and Farah says she and her staff
are working towards providing each year level with their
own area.
They’re hoping to work on development of a new
drama room and music and performing arts wing for
the school over the next 12 months.
St Aloysius has a strong reputation with outstanding
results and a large range of VCE subjects.
Farah says that, with it being a smaller school, the
staff get to know all of its students well and provide
personalised learning within a caring environment.
The St Aloysius campus includes science laboratories,
specialist classrooms for media, drama, photography,
textiles, food technology, art and graphics; a library,
gym with two basketball courts, cafeteria and
student services.
The school also uses an outdoor education and
learning campus at Torquay where students from years
seven to 10 participate in a sequential program covering
personal safety, outdoor and life skills and the natural
environment. \
lmclachlan@theweeklyreview.com.au
» St Aloysius College
31 Curran Street, North Melbourne
9329 0411
www.aloysius.vic.edu.au
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“Once I looked into Baptcare
I didn’t even worry about
looking at any of the other
organisations.”
Amber, Personal
Care Worker

Get the

Prep 2015 Information Evening
Come along on Tuesday 29 April
to Ivanhoe Girls’ Grammar School,
in The Cooerwull Centre on Noel
Street at 7.00pm.
Commencing school is a very
important and exciting step – this is
an opportunity for parents to learn
about the Prep program and the
educational opportunities offered.
For further details and to register for the
evening please contact:
The Registrar
Ivanhoe Girls’ Grammar School
Phone: (03) 9490 6222
Email: iggs@ivanhoegirls.vic.edu.au

care
career

BO
BONUS

Find out more at
baptcarebonus.org.au
www.ivanhoegirls.vic.edu.au
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